Gene Logic Agrees to Sell Genomics Assets

Reinforced Commitment to Drug Repositioning and Development Business

Gaithersburg, MD, October 15, 2007--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Gene Logic Inc. (NasdaqGM: GLGC - News) announced today that it had signed an agreement to sell its Genomics assets to Ocimum Biosolutions Ltd., a global life sciences R&D enabling company. Under the agreement, Gene Logic will exchange its genomics assets to Ocimum for $10 million cash, of which $7 million is to be paid at closing and $3 million is payable pursuant to a promissory note due 18 months from the date of closing. The purchase price is subject to adjustment based on certain potential revisions to the balance sheet at date of closing. Additionally, Ocimum will assume certain liabilities associated with the Genomics assets and business. Consummation of the sale is subject to certain conditions, including the approval of the Gene Logic shareholders who will be asked to authorize this transaction at a special meeting to be held for that purpose.

“This is a transforming event of significant strategic proportion,” said Charles L. Dimmler, III, President and Chief Executive Officer of Gene Logic. “This agreement stands as another major milestone on the Company’s path to build a drug repositioning and development business. This event represents the culmination of a rigorous assessment of the Company’s business strategy undertaken last year and that led, as a first step, to the sale of the Company’s Preclinical Division. Today’s event marks a turning point in the transitional phase of Gene Logic’s strategic redesign. It enables the Company now to execute with singular focus: to concentrate its proprietary know-how in this newly emerging segment of drug development, a business the Company believes will produce great value potentially for our shareholders.”

Gene Logic’s development work is focused now on its clinical stage small molecule drug candidate, GL1001, to which it holds commercial rights. The Company has repositioned this drug candidate to treat gastrointestinal disease, and it is preparing to manufacture a research grade drug supply and to file an Investigational New Drug (IND) application so that additional clinical trials might be conducted in the United States. In August, the Company announced positive in vivo model results for GL1001 in inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). The global market opportunity for IBD is estimated to exceed $1 billion per annum. The unmet need in this therapeutic area offers the Company significant opportunity for value creation. Gene Logic is developing GL1001 actively while pursuing potential partnerships.
with intent to maximize the full commercial potential for this drug candidate in gastrointestinal disorders.

Over the past three years, Gene Logic has refined its indication-seeking program with positive effect for its own compound, GL1001, in addition to certain compounds provided to the Company by its pharmaceutical company partners. To date, Gene Logic has reported to its partners approximately one new hypothesis for every three compounds introduced for evaluation. These partners include Pfizer, Roche, Abbott, Merck Serono, Organon, Solvay, and H. Lundbeck.

Under the terms of the Ocimum sale agreement, Gene Logic retains full rights in perpetuity to utilize the existing information data bases of its former Genomics business as key elements in building its emerging drug repositioning and development business. Furthermore, the Company will retain specified assets related to molecular diagnostics and will continue to explore strategic alternatives for these assets.

Gene Logic’s decision to sell its Genomics business resulted from a comprehensive review of alternatives reasonably accessible to the Company with respect to these assets. Assisted by its investment bankers, the Company conducted an intensive campaign over several months time to identify and evaluate a range of alliance or sale alternatives.

Aquilo Partners acted as financial advisor to Gene Logic in this transaction.

About Gene Logic

Gene Logic’s indication discovery technologies are currently applied at the Company’s facilities in Cambridge, MA on behalf of a number of top pharmaceutical companies. These companies have provided compounds which have failed advanced clinical studies for reasons other than safety. Headquartered in Gaithersburg, Maryland, the Company operates a rediscovery and development facility in Cambridge, Massachusetts.